In current embedded systems, one of the major concerns is energy conservation. The dynamic voltage-scheduling (DVS) framework, which involves dynamically adjusting the voltage and frequency of the CPU, has become a well studied technique. It has been shown that if a task's computational requirement is only known probabilistically, there is no constant optimal speed for the task and the expected energy consumption is minimized by gradually increasing speed as thetaskprogresses [11] .Itispossibletofindtheoptimal speed schedule if we assume continuous speed and a welldefined power function, which are assumptions that do not hold in practice. In this paper, we study the problem from a practical point of view, that is, we study the case of discrete speeds and make no restriction on the form of the power functions. Furthermore, we take into account processor idle power and speed change overhead, which were ignored in previous similar studies. We present a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS), which has performance guarantees and usually obtains solutions very close to the optimal solution in practice. Our evaluation shows that our algorithm performs very well and generally obtains solutions within 0.1% of the optimal.
INTRODUCTION
Energy minimization is critically important for embedded portable and handheld devices simply because it leads to extended battery life. Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) allows a processor to change the clock frequency and supply voltage on-the-fly to trade performance for energy conservation. UsingDVS,quadraticenergysavings [7, 19] canbeachieved at the expense of just linear performance loss. Various chip makers, such as Transmeta, Intel, and AMD, manufacture processors with this feature.
When applied to real-time embedded systems, DVS schemes focus on minimizing energy consumption of tasks in the systems while still meeting the deadlines. Because most embedded systems are small and simple, a central problem is to statically (i.e., prior to runtime) find the best running speed/frequency of a task. If a task's computational requirement (i.e., number of cycles it will execute) is known deterministically, it has been shown that one can safely commit to a constant optimal CPU speed during the execution ofatasktominimizetheenergyconsumption [2] ,assuming continuous speeds. If a CPU only offers a fixed, limited set of valid speeds, using the two speeds which are immediate neighbors to the optimal speed will minimize the energy consumption [8] .Notethatthisrequiresintra-taskspeed change, which can be realized through a timeout mechanism, or by inserting system calls into the task at compile time.
However, more often than not, a task's computational requirement is only known probabilistically. In this case, it is impossible to determine a constant optimal speed and the expected energy consumption is minimized by gradually increasing the speed as the task progresses, which is an approach named as Processor Acceleration to Conserve Energy (PACE) [11] .Similartothecasewhereatask'scomputational requirement is known deterministically, the optimal speed schedule can be obtained assuming continuous speeds and well-defined power functions, such as perfectly cubic power versus frequency function.
These assumptions typically do not hold in practice. A numberofschemes,suchasPACE [11] andGRACE [20] , have proposed to use well-defined functions to approximate the actual power function and solve the continuous version of the problem before rounding the speeds to the available discrete speeds. The schemes are of great simplicity at the expense of the optimality of the solution. Although the authors of PACE predicted that rounding should work reasonably well, the effect of the approximations on the quality of the solution compared to the optimal solution has not been studied.
In this paper, we study the problem from a practical point of view, that is, we focus on efficient algorithms that apply directly to the case of discrete speeds and do not make any assumption about the power function. We also take into account processor idle power and speed change overheads. We design a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FP-TAS) that can obtain -optimal solutions, which are within a factor of 1 + of the optimal solution and run in time polynomial in 1/ . That is, we explore the tradeoff between the accuracy of the solution and the computational effort needed to find it and show that in practice these algorithms are fast and extremely close to optimal algorithms. We also identify the conditions when fast optimal exact algorithms are applicable.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section2givestheproblemformulation.Abriefreviewof strongly related work (PACE and GRACE) is given in Section3.InSection4weidentifytheconditionswhensim-ple,fastexactoptimalalgorithmisapplicable.Section5 presents our fully polynomial time approximation scheme and proof of correctness. Evaluation results are reported in Section6.InSection7concludingremarksandfuturework are presented.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Beforewegivetheformulationoftheproblemsolvedin thispaper,weshowhowtheproblemsolvedin [11] isformulated when the speed of the task can be changed continuously and the power function is well defined.
Theoretical Optimal Formulation
Assume the processor can attain any speed continuously between 0 cycles/sec and infinite cycles/sec, and the length (speed) of each cycle during the execution of the task can be adjusted. Assume that the number of cycles used by the task denoted is a random variable X, and that the task is allotted a certain amount of time, D, to execute (in the rest of this paper we think of D as the deadline of the task). Thus, the problem is to statically find the speed for each cycle such the expected energy consumption of the task is minimized while still meeting the deadline.
The cumulative density function, cdf , associated with X is defined as cdf (x) = P r(X ≤ x). This function reflects the probability that the task finishes before a certain number of clock cycles, x. Let W C be the worst case number of clock cycles for the task, thus we have cdf (W C) = 1. For each cycle y (1 ≤ y ≤ W C), a specific energy, ey, will be consumed depending on the frequency, fy, adopted for this cycle. However, each of these cycles is executed with a certain probability, and hence, the expected energy consumed by cycle y is (1 − cdf (y − 1)) · ey. Let Z be the energy consumed by the whole task, which is also a random variable. Thus the expected value of Z is
Assume that the power function is well defined by ey = f α y , where α ≥ 2. Then, we have the following mathematical programming problem:
whichcanbesolvedbyLagrangiantechnique [13] orJensen's inequality [9] .
Piecewise constant speed schedules
Obviously, computing speed for each cycle is too overwhelming considering that a task usually takes millions of cycles. Furthermore, the ability to change speed in any cycle is unreasonable since real-world operating systems have somegranularityrequirementforchangingspeeds [1, 12] . Hence, in practice, we should probably change the speed for a task no more than some reasonable number of times. Thus, we need a schedule with a limited number of transition points at which speed may change. This implies that the speed remains constant between any two adjacent transition points. Denote the i th transition point by bi. Therefore, given r transition points, we partition the range [0,
, where b0 = 1 and br+1 = W C + 1 are used to simplify the formula.
Define speed schedule as speeds for each phase. Our goal is to find a schedule that minimizes the expected energy consumption while still meeting the deadline. Assume that the processor provides M discrete operating frequencies, f req1 < f req2 < · · · < f reqM . Let the frequency for the i th phase be denoted by fi (0 ≤ i ≤ r), where fi ∈ {f req1, f req2, . . . , f reqM }. Let the energy consumed by a single cycle in phase i be denoted by e(fi), where e(fi) = p(f i ) f i and p(fi) is the processor power consumption when running at frequency fi. Thus we obtain the following mathematical program:
Subject to
where si = bi+1 − bi and Fi
Lagrangian technique or Jensen's inequality. It is not clear how to choose an optimal sequence of r transition points. If the task cycle distribution is estimated using a histogram, then assigning the boundaries of bins of the histogram as transition points seem to be a natural choice [20] .In [11] theauthorsproposedaheuristictoselect a "good" sequence of transition points but only justified it under the condition of continuous speed. The choice of transitions during a program execution is a function of the overhead of the transition, the length of the program and the number of possible speeds in the system. This is still an open problem which is beyond the scope of this paper. Theinterestedreaderisreferredto [1] ,whichassumedthe sequential form of program execution, where a program can bedividedintonsegmentsofequallength,and [16] ,which made use of compiler and placed the transition points on the edges of the control flow graph of the program.
The Impact of Idle Power
In general, if the CPU has no task to execute, it will put itself in an idle state, that is, the CPU is running at the minimum operating frequency f req1 and only executing noop instructions. Therefore, the idle power p idle consumed by the CPU when idle is strictly less than the power consumption when running a task at the minimum operating frequency. However, it is important to notice that the idle power is not equal to zero.
Theproblemformulationdescribedin (1)- (2)isbasedon the implicit assumption that the idle power is zero because our ultimate goal is to minimize the expected processor energy consumption and the objective function is the expected energy consumed by tasks (both PACE and GRACE ignore the idle power). Not only this assumption does not hold in practice 1 , but also could lead to an abnormality called inefficient frequency [14] . For example, for the IBM PPC405LP (Table 1 ), the energy consumed by each cycle running at frequency 266MHz, 600 266 ≈ 2.2556, is higher than the energy consumed by each cycle running at frequency 333MHz which is 750 333 ≈ 2.2522. The frequency 266MHz is inefficient in the sense that it is slower than the frequency 333MHz yet consumes more energy. This implies that the frequency 266MHz will never be picked in the optimal speed schedule. However, this is not true. Although using 333MHz consumes less energy than using 266MHz for doing the same amount of computation, it finishes the computation faster and will spend more time consuming the idle power. Therefore, it might end up consuming more energy. In fact, if we take into account the idle power, which is 12mW for the IBM PPC405LP, then the frequency 266MHz becomes efficient [14] .
In the presence of the idle power, we need to modify the problem formulation. More specifically, we need to modify the definition of the function e(f ). Assume that the idle power is fixed. Since the amount of idle power is always consumed by the CPU when it is on (when the CPU is running at frequency f , we can think of it consuming two portions of power: p idle and p(f ) − p idle , where p idle is a constant), we can eliminate the effect of the amount of idle power from the function e(f ), that is, we change the definition of e(f ) to
and thus, the form of the objective function stay unchanged.
REVIEW OF PREVIOUSLY KNOWN SCHEMES
In this section, we give a brief review and discussion of the schemes provided by PACE and GRACE. Other researchers have also tackled this problem, but with a completely differentsolution [6] ,whichisgearedtowardssoftreal-time tasks.
Both PACE and GRACE apply the well-known cubicrootruleofthepowerfunctions [3] andhenceusee(f)= αf 2 + β (α and β are constants) to approximate the actual energy/cycle function. This is based on the fact that in CMOS circuits, the dominant component of power consumption is proportional to V 2 f , where V is voltage and f is frequency, and the highest frequency at which the CPU will run correctly drops approximately proportionally to the voltage (f ∝ V ) [15] . However, this approximation may not be accurate. We show that by two real-life examples of processorsusedinembeddedsystems.Tables1and2showthe speedsettingsandpowerconsumedbytheIBMPPC405LP (fromouractualmeasurements)andIntelXScale [17] processors.Figure1showstheleastsquarecurvefittingofthe actual discrete power functions of these two processors with the form af 3 +b. As we can see, the XScale is quite accurate while the PPC405LP is not.
The cubic-root rule of power versus frequency function naturally leads to using e(f ) = αf 2 + β to approximate the actual energy versus cycle function, the minimization problem becomes
Notice that α and β have no effect on deciding the speed schedule. Assuming that fi is continuous, using the Lagrange technique or Jensen's inequality, the solution to the above mathematical program is
However, fi needs to be rounded to some available discrete frequency. This is where PACE and GRACE differ. The GRACE scheme is conservative in the sense that it rounds fi up to the closest higher discrete frequency, whereas the PACE scheme rounds fi to the closest discrete frequency. Both schemes have shortcomings. For the GRACE scheme, fi could be larger than the highest discrete frequency if Fi is very small. If this happens, fi will have to be rounded down to the highest discrete frequency f reqM , and therefore the deadline could be missed (considering that most of fi's do not have this problem and they are rounded up, the probability of missing deadline should be reasonably small). For the PACE scheme, chances of missing the deadline are high, because PACE may round down. To solve this problem, PACE proposes to linearly scan all the phases to adjust the speeds. But this still does not guarantee that the deadline will not be missed. If this happens, PACE will simply use a defaultspeedschedule [10] . 
FAST EXACT OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
First, we state the sufficient condition for nondecreasing speedsasthetaskprogresses(Theorem1).Theorem1is a necessary condition for using the fast exact optimal algorithm.
Proof. Suppose there exist phase i and phase j such that i < j and fi > fj in the optimal speed schedule. The energy consumed by these two phases is E1 = si · Fi · e(fi) + sj · Fj · e(fj) and the time spent in these two phases is T1 =
. Now we switch the frequencies of phase i and phase j to obtain a new speed schedule, that is, phase i uses frequency fj and phase j uses frequency fi. The energy consumed by these two phases becomes E2 = si · Fi · e(fj) + sj · Fj · e(fi) and the time spent in these two phases is T2 =
Obviously we have T1 = T2, which implies the new speed schedule is also feasible (i.e., tasks finish before deadlines). However, the energy consumed in the new schedule is larger than in the original schedule since
The inequality holds because e(fi) > e(fj) and Fi ≥ Fj. and the equality holds if and only if Fi = Fj. If this is the case, the new schedule is another optimal schedule. If Fi > Fj, the new schedule achieves less expected energy consumption which contradicts the optimality of the original schedule.
The task cycle distribution is generally estimated using nonparametricmethods [10, 20] .Inparticular,histogram is used because of its simplicity and effectiveness. When ahistogramisused,theboundariesofbins [20] arenaturally chosen to be the transition points, where we have s0=s1=···=sr.Inthiscase,thespeedsarenondecreasing as the task progresses in the optimal schedule 2 . Furthermore, the number of available discrete frequencies is usually by using an extra Θ(r) space. This is done by computing a cumulative cdf, defined as ccdf (k) = k i=1 cdf (i), before the brute force search. This algorithm is easy to implement and good for small M andr.Forexample,thesystemin [12] hasonly3available discrete frequencies; if we set r = 100, the number of possibilities is just 103. But for large M and r, this algorithm be-
We solve this problem with the algorithm provided in the next section.
A FULLY POLYNOMIAL TIME APPROXIMATION SCHEME
In this section, we present a fully polynomial time approximation scheme which we call PPACE (Practical PACE).
Preliminaries
Definition 1. A energy-time label l is a 2-tuple (e, t), where e and t are nonnegative reals and denote energy and time respectively. We write the energy component as l.e and the time component as l.t.
Definition 2. The "+" is defined as a binary operator on energy-time labels such that if (e1, t1) and (e2, t2) are two energy-time labels, then (e1, t1) + (e2, t2) = (e1 + e2, t1 + t2).
sr, then the speeds are not necessarily nondecreasing in the optimalschedule,whichcontradictswiththeresultsin [11] . Further investigation on this issue is warranted. The problem can be expressed as a graph G = (V,
represented by a energy-time label, indicating the expected energy consumption and the worst-case running time for that phase. We also associate each path in the graph with a energy-time label where the energy of a path is defined as the sum of the energy of all edges over the path and the time of a path is defined as the sum of the time of all edges over the path. Therefore, the problem is reduced to finding a path from v0 to vr+1 such that the energy of the path is minimized while the time of the path is no greater than the deadline D.
Notice that a path now can be summarized as a energytime label. A straightforward approach is to start from v0 and working all the way from left to right in an iterative manner. Each vertex vi is associated with a energy-time label set LABEL(i). Initially all label sets are empty except LABEL(0) which contains only one energy-time label (0, 0). The whole process consists of r + 1 iterations. In the i th iteration, we generate all paths from v0 to vi from LABEL(i − 1) and store them in LABEL(i). At the end, we just select the energy-time label with the minimum energy and with time no greater than D, from LABEL(r + 1), as the solution to the problem.
Unfortunately, the size of LABEL(i) may suffer from exponential growth in this naive approach. To prevent this from happening, the key idea is to reduce and limit the size of LABEL(i) after each iteration by eliminating some of the energy-time labels in LABEL(i). There are two types of eliminations: one that does not affect the optimality of the solution and one that may affect optimality but still allows for performance guarantee.
Eliminations not Affecting Optimality
There are three eliminations for LABEL(i) that do not affect the optimality of the solution:
1. For any energy-time label l in LABEL(i), if l.t + i<j≤r s j f req M > D, we eliminate this label. This is because even if the maximum frequency is used after this point, the deadline will still be missed; this implies label l will not lead to any feasible solution.
2. For the second elimination, we need to compare two energy-time labels. Definition 3. Let (e1, t1) and (e2, t2) be two energytime labels. We say that (e1, t1) dominates (e2, t2)(denoted by (e2, t2) ≺ (e1, t1)) if e1 ≤ e2 and t1 ≤ t2.
The dominance relation on a set of energy-time labels is clearly a partial ordering on the set. If (e2, t2) ≺ (e1, t1), this means (e2, t2) will not lead to any solution better than the best solution which (e1, t1) leads to. Therefore, we eliminate all energy-time labels that are dominated by some other energy-time label in the same label set.
To facilitate this elimination, the energy-time labels in label sets are stored in decreasing order of the energy component, breaking ties with smaller time component coming ahead. Thus, this elimination can be performed using a linear scan of the label set.
3. For any energy-time label l in LABEL(i) surviving the previous two eliminations, one can use some heuristic to compute the upper bound of the optimal solution. One simple heuristic is to first find the optimal continuous frequency assuming that the task will run for the worst-case cycles, round it up and then compute the expected energy consumption assuming that this frequency is used from this point on. This energy plus l.e is an estimate of the upper bound of the optimal solution. Note that this operation can be done in constant time. We find the smallest estimated upper bound among all energy-time labels in LABEL(i), say U , then we do a linear scan of LABEL(i) to eliminate all energy-time labels whose energy is greater than U .
With the eliminations above, the size of LABEL(i) would decrease substantially. Notice that at this point the optimal solution is guaranteed to be found. However, the running time of the algorithm still has no polynomial time bound guarantee. Inspired by the fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) of the subset-sum problem [5] , we obtain a FPTAS for our problem, presented next. The FP-TAS, further reduces the size of LABEL(i).
Eliminations Affecting Optimality
The intuition for the FPTAS is that we need to further trim each LABEL(i) at the end of each iteration. A trimming parameter δ (0 < δ < 1) will be used to direct the trimming. To trim a energy-time label set L by δ means to remove as many energy-time labels as possible, in such a way that if L is the result of trimming L, then for every energy-time label l that was removed from L, there is an energy-time label l < l still in L such that l.t > l .t and l .e−l.e l.e ≤ δ (or, equivalently, l.e ≤ l .e ≤ (1 + δ) · l.e). This means that the energy difference between these labels is smaller than δ.
Such a l can be thought of as "representing" l in the new energy-time label set L . Note that L ⊆ L. Let the performance guarantee be (0 < < 1), which means that the solution will be within a factor of 1 + of the optimal solution. After the first type of elimination described in Section5.2,LABEL(i)istrimmedusingaparameterδ=
.Thechoiceofδshallbeclearlaterintheproofof Theorem2.
TheprocedureTRIM(showninFigure3)performsthe second type of elimination for label set L. Notice that at this point, the energy-time labels in label sets are stored in decreasing order on the energy component(or in increasing order on the time component).
append li onto the end of L 6.
last := li 7. return L END 
The PPACE Algorithm
ThePPACEalgorithmisshowninFigure4.Forthesake of simplicity and clarity of presentation, the described algorithm is not the most efficient. We have a smarter implementation that makes the algorithm run faster but still has the same asymptotic behavior.
Considering the speed change overhead
Theproblemformulationin (1)- (2)cannotcapturethespeed change overheads. This means that GRACE and PACE cannot deal with the speed change overheads simply because their solutions are based on the mathematical solution to (1)-(2).However,thePPACEalgorithmcantakeintoconsideration the speed change overheads with a slight modification. Since the time penalty and energy penalty for a speed change depend on the speed before changing and the speedafterchanging [4] ,weonlyneedtomodifyLine7ofthe PPACE algorithm such that if the chosen frequency for the current phase is different from that for the previous phase, we add the energy overhead to the energy component and add the time penalty to the time component of the newly generated energy-time label.
In our experience with PPC750 embedded processors, we have observed (and the datasheets from the manufacture dictate) that the CPU will halt for a significant amount of time (10-50ms) each time the speed changes. The AMD PowerNow! processors have the same characteristic. For ALGORITHM PPACE( ) 1. for i := 1 to r + 1 do 2.
LABEL(i) := φ 3. LABEL(0) = {(0, 0)} 4. for i := 1 to r + 1 do 5.
for each label l ∈ LABEL(i − 1) do 6.
for each available frequency f do 7.
remove all l ∈ LABEL(i) such that
remove all l ∈ LABEL(i) such that l ≺ l where l = l and l ∈ LABEL(i) 10. estimate the upper bound U , remove all l ∈ LABEL(i) such that l.e > U 11. LABEL(i) = TRIM(LABEL(i),
) 12. return the label l ∈ LABEL(r + 1) with the minimum energy component END Figure 4 : PPACE algorithm these types of processors it is important to take into account the speed change overhead. However, for fair comparison with PACE and GRACE, we assume the speed change overhead is zero throughout the paper.
Next, we show some results on the algorithm PPACE. First, notice that line 11 of the algorithm corresponds to the TRIM procedure, that is, the second type of eliminations (seeSection5.3).LetLABEL (i)(0≤i≤r+1)bethe label set obtained if line 11 of the algorithm PPACE is omitted. Notice that LABEL(i) ⊆ LABEL (i) and the optimal solution is in LABEL (r + 1). By comparing LABEL(i) and LABEL (i), we have the following lemma: Lemma 1. For every energy-time label l ∈ LABEL (i), there exists a label l ∈ LABEL(i) such that l .e ≤ l.e ≤ (1 + δ) i · l .e and l .t ≥ l.t Lemma 1 shows how the error accumulates after each iteration when comparing label sets obtained with the second type of elimination and label sets obtained without the second type of elimination. For the details of the proof, see [18] . Theorem 2. PPACE is a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme, that is, the solution that PPACE returns is within a factor of 1 + of the optimal solution and the running time is polynomial in 1/ .
Proof. Let l * denote an optimal solution. Obviously l * ∈ LABEL (r + 1). Then, by Lemma 1 there is a l ∈ LABEL(r + 1) such that
Therefore, the energy returned by PPACE is not greater than 1 + times the optimal solution. To show that its running time is polynomial in 1/ , we first need to derive the upper bound on the size of LABEL(i). Let LABEL(i) = [l1, l2, . . . , l k ] after trimming. We observe that the energies of any two successive energy-time labels differ by a factor of more than (1 + δ) (otherwise, we have already eliminated it). In particular,
. . .
Moreover, l1.e ≤ e(f reqM ) 0≤j≤i sj · Fj and l k .e ≥ e(f req1) 0≤j≤i sj · Fj. Let λ = e(f req M ) e(f req 1 ) (i.e., the ratio of the energies when running with the highest and lowest frequencies), then
or, equivalently
Now we can derive the running time of PPACE. There are r + 1 iterations (line 4). The processing time in each iteration is linear in the number of energy-time labels (line 5)generated,which,fromEquation3,isinO( r·lnλ ). The running time is also a function of the number of speeds, M (line 6). Thus, the total running time is O(r 2 · M · lnλ ).
In fact, the running time of PPACE depends entirely on the total number of energy-time labels stored in all the vertices which is r+1 i=0 LABEL(i). The approximation guarantee reflects the performance of the algorithm only on the most pathological instances. In our experimental results, we observe that using = 5% usually gives a solution which is within 0.1% of the optimal solution and the total number of energy-time labels stored in all the vertices is much smaller than that acquired from the worst-case analysis.
The running time of PPACE is obviously higher than PACE and GRACE, which is O(r · M ). However, as in PACE, the speed schedules can be precomputed and stored inatable [12] .Determiningaspeedscheduleon-the-flyinvolves only a binary search through the table. Thus, PPACE is very suitable for dynamically discovering the close-tooptimal speed schedules.
The space complexity of PPACE, assuming the transition points are chosen as the boundaries of histogram bins (as in [20] )oraccordingtoPACE'sheuristic,willbeO(M· r·lnλ ). This is because speeds are nondecreasing as the task progresses, so the speed schedule can be expressed using M integers, as mentioned in Section 4. We attach a speed schedule to each energy-time label in the label sets and hence the space complexity. If the transition points do not satisfy Theorem 1, then the space complexity becomes O( r 2 ·lnλ ).
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We compare the three algorithms (GRACE, PACE, and PPACE) using different power models and cycle distributions for tasks. The power models used were IBM PPC405LP (Table 1) , Intel XScale (Table 2) , and a synthetic ideal processor ( Table 3 ). The idle power for PPC405LP is 12mW. Since we do not have the idle power number for XScale, we assume that its idle power is one half of the power consumed at the minimum frequency, that is, 40mW. The synthetic ideal processor strictly conforms to the p = f 3 powerfrequency relation and has 10 discrete frequencies ranging from 100MHz to 1000MHz with 100MHz step; its idle power is zero. With this synthetic processor, the power function in PACE and GRACE is exact and represents the best case for those algorithms.
The length of tasks in cycles follow normal, uniform and bimodal distributions ( Figure 5 shows the histograms of the three distributions). The worst-case number of cycles, W C, is 500, 000, 000 and the minimum number of cycles is 5, 000, 000. The number of transition points is 100 and they are placed evenly in the range of [1, W C] . This implies the distributions can be expressed with 100-bin histograms (according to our experience, 100 bins are enough to describe the cycle distribution).
We define the relative error for any algorithm that returns the expected energy consumption Egr to be Egr−OP T OP T , where OP T is the optimal solution. We compute OP T using the PPACE algorithm without doing the trimming operation at the expense of much longer running time. As usual with FPTAS algorithms, we set = 0.05 for PPACE when comparing it with GRACE and PACE. For all experiments, we vary the slack available for power management in the X axis. The slack is changed by varying the deadline from
(increasing the deadline will increase the slack, that is, will increase the allotted time for the task, thus allowing for better power management).
We do not show all the results (for all distributions) because results for all distributions were similar (for comprehensiveresults,see [18] ).PPACEperformsverywell.As showninFigures6(b)-8(b),themeasuredrelativeerrors are always below 0.1%, 1.5%, 2.5% for = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, respectively. This means that, in practice, the algorithms perform much better (approximately a 5-fold increase) than the performance guarantees they offer. While still meeting all deadlines, this knowledge allows system designers to set the parameter higher than required, in order to speed up the algorithm execution.
WecomparePPACE,GRACE,andPACEinFigures6(a)-8(a). We can see that (as mentioned above) PPACE's performance is very close to optimal.
On the other hand, the relative errors of GRACE and PACE depend on the power model, cycle distribution, and thedeadline.Fortheidealprocessor (Figure6(a) )when the relative errors of GRACE and PACE only result from rounding, PACE always performs better than GRACE; we note that even in the ideal processor case, PACE's relative errorcanbeupto40% [18] .ButforthePPC405LPand XScale, neither PACE nor GRACE are clear winners. For example, for PPC405LP and the bimodal cycle distribution (similar results are obtained for the uniform and normal distributions), when the deadline is small or large, PACE does better than GRACE. But when the deadline is in the middle range, it is the other way around. GRACE's relative error can be up to 140% and PACE's can be up to 100%. In fact, the effect of two approximations(i.e., using well-defined functions to approximate the actual power function and rounding) could compound or cancel each other out. Thus the end effect is unpredictable. In other words, GRACE and PACE are not as stable as PPACE. FromFigure9wecanalsoseethattheaveragesizeoflabel sets increases when decreases, but they are relatively small (specially for the two real-life embedded processors shown inFigures9(b)and9(c)).ItisalsotruethatwhenM, the number of discrete speeds, increases, the label set size increases; this can be seen comparing the ideal processor, XScale, and PPC405LP results. (Note that the scale of the Y axis is different for each processor model.)
CONCLUSIONS
We studied, from a practical point of view, the problem of finding optimal speed schedules for embedded systems with tasks whose computational requirements are only known probabilistically. We took the processor idle power into account and thus avoided the abnormality of inefficient frequencies. We solved the problem by using efficient combinatorial algorithms that apply directly to the case of discrete speeds and do not make any assumption about the shape of the power function. In summary: 
